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TET-SAT Area
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Number and name of
the illustrated
competence

Question 14. Selection, use and adaption of digital resources

Estimated level for
this competence

Expert

Learning outcome(s)
associated with it

Improve learning in the various disciplines of pupils.
Developing collaboration among pupils
Developing Collaboration between Teachers

Type or name of ICT
used

Blog (collect and make materials available) or GoogleClassroom ebook (epubeditor), padlet, powtoon, Symbaloo, symbaloolesson,
learningApps, wordwall, screencasting, youtube, kizoa, thinglink,
plickers …
I collect and present online resources suitable for my students by age
and subject by trying to structure all inclusive modes (non-native,
dyslexic or otherwise skilled). I create appropriate teaching materials
and share them. I guide students in the autonomous and collaborative
production of teaching materials. I share and guide my colleagues in
using the tools I have experienced.

What you do that
meet this level

I prepare the lessons by looking for resources on the network, but I
often create multimedia media myself, even by leveraging OER
resources. To allow students to review and deepen their material
through the class blog. I often involve groups of pupils in creating
resources or re-elaborating materials. I refer to my school also for my
colleagues and others are following my example. So I create tutorials
and video tutorials to explain step by step how to do it.
Image or link to the
example

In Italian
for children
 http://nelgiardinodellasezioneb.blogspot.it/
 http://noiemino.blogspot.it/
 http://learningapps.org/user/maestraisa
 https://wordwall.co.uk/u/183447/maestraisa1/
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for teachers
http://maestra-isa.blogspot.it/
https://sites.google.com/site/animatoredigitalebrivio/home
from blogs you can access the different sites that collect the
 materials
Draft actions to move
to the next level

I would like to learn how to create educational apps and attend a
course on Udacity. However, every day there are so many new things
to discover and learn that I seem to be always at the beginner level!
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